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ANTI-STATIC SPRAY #955 S5727

GLASS CLEANER #50 S5795

x Prevents mis- or non-feeding of material on press.
x Counteracts electrostatic charges that attract dust &

x The most versatile glass cleaner available - cleans
glass, windows, mirrors, windshields; enamel surfaces, chrome, tile, porcelain and other hard surfaces.
x Dissolves dirt, grease, grit, and grime.
x Heavy-duty foam clings to vertical surfaces.

particles that cause spots on negatives & prints.

x Will not cause draw sheet to shrink or swell.
x Also for use on scanners, image processors.
IND. WHITE GREASE LUBRICANT S715

x High industrial-grade grease lubricant for applications where metal meets metal.
x Provides long-lasting, non-contaminated lubricating
film with excellent heat resistance.
x Helps keep printing machinery running smoothly.
x Assures longer lifespan, high productivity.

GLASS CLEANER #40 S5758
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FLEX-O SPRAY COAT #727 SP727

JET CLEAN #805 SP805
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High-powered, moisture free cleaner.
Use on keyboards, screens, and other delicate items.
Attached tube allows for pin-point accuracy
Ideal for use on lenses, slim negatives, projectors,
enlargers, light tables, and optical parts.

Non-staining, durable coating for smooth operation.
Stops squeaking, sticking; protects surfaces.
Dries rapidly with no greasy or oily film.
Lubricates screen frames, vacuum beds, printing
platens.

x Effectively removes soil & other contaminants from
electrical components

x Quick drying.
x Leaves no residue.
x Safe for use on most plastics.
HOIL PENETRATING OIL #961 S5967

SILICONE LUBRICANT #77 S7107

x An ideal way to loosen nuts, bolts, shafts, screws,

x Economical combination lubricant and release agent.
x Stops squeaks, prevents corrosion, reduces friction.
x Reduces cleanup time, friction on paper cutters,

pipes, motors, and machine parts in all environments.

x Lubricates surfaces to be disengaged.
x Used as a preventative measure, it retards corrosion

knives, drills, etc.

x Helps print shop equipment to last longer.

FDA SILICONE SPRAY #946 S7185

x Stops sticking and binding; protects equipment.
x Reduces friction; speeds cleanup of parts and equipment; increases production, reduces downtime.
x FDA approval; can be used in food processing.
x Remains dry; non-staining.
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Increases print quality.
Reduces plate cleaning time.
Allows for faster, more efficient running of the press.
Can be used on other surfaces where ink cleanup is a
problem.

PRECISION CONTACT CLEANER S789-9

SILICONE SPRAY #945 S7181
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Clinging foam cleaner has special anti-static formula.
Removes smoke film, finger prints, and dirt.
Contains no ammonia.
Best for use on computer screens.

of tools and tool room equipment.

x Non-conducting; never dries.

MASTER INK ANTI DRY AEROSOL RP7870-9
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Prevents ink from skinning in the fountain.
Also prevents skinning on blankets & rollers.
Can be used on open ink cans to prevent waste.
Leaves no greasy residue.-
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